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https://vimeo.com/617739568

Where is Mozambique?



BBC News 28th January 2022

The effects of increasingly adverse weather over the last two years has been devastating 
on Mozambique 
This is a short video of the effects the storms have had over the last two years
https://vimeo.com/617739568

Why Does Tearfund Need to Work in Mozambique?

Just as the country rebuilds 
itself,  it has been hit by yet 
another storm -

 10,000 homes destroyed
 Dozens of hospitals and 

schools destroyed
 Power lines downed
 45,000 people will need 

humanitarian aid



What else is a problem in Mozambique?

Terrorist attacks

Corruption in leadership

Women are denied access to education

Women forced into marriage at a young age

Problems with malnutrition and levels of HIV and TB



https://www.tearfund.org/about-us/our-impact/where-we-work/mozambique

Tearfund’s Impact



How we as a church have supported 
Tearfund’s work in Mozambique
 This year Tearfund needs to raise £46,512 for this project.  

 HTH has committed to give £5,000 a year for each year of the project.  £3,000 
came from our mission giving.  We, as a congregation, needed to raise the 
remaining £2,000.  

 What we have raised and how?

 Winter Quiz and Tearfund Big Quiz

 Craft sale of items made of African material

We are now within £100 of our target for April 21 – March 22.  
Thank you to all who have donated.



Please pray for Mozambique
 Pray for peace across Mozambique, that the armed conflicts and 

terrorist attacks will end.

 Pray for those living in flood-prone areas, ask that they will be protected 
and able to recover quickly when disaster strikes.

 Pray that God will raise up good leaders in local and national 
government, who will promote justice for all.

 Pray for peace and reconciliation in Cabo Delgado and for 
neighbouring Nampula and Niassa, where hundreds of thousands of 
people have fled to overcrowded camps.  

 Pray for their protection and for Tearfund’s country team and partners 
as they provide food and trauma healing.


